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A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF CARDIAC OUTPUT is distributed to skeletal muscle, making this vascular bed a key site for regulation of systemic resistance. Cardiopulmonary (13) , arterial pressure (7), respiratory (15) , ergoceptive (14) , nociceptive (19) , perceptual (1) , and vestibular (16) reflexes all rely on sympathetic discharge to skeletal muscle for some aspect of their function. Therefore, accurate quantification of sympathetic nerve activity during steady-state conditions or dynamic changes can provide critical information related to numerous physiological systems. Although many indirect estimates of vascular sympathetic activity have been proposed (6, 11) , direct recordings of electrical activity emitted by peroneal, tibial, or radial muscle sympathetic nerves and visual identification of sympathetic bursts by a trained microneurographer are the only direct measures available in human research. Bursts have a characteristic shape consisting of a gradual rise and fall that is usually constrained by the cardiac cycle and at least twice the amplitude of random fluctuations. Visual identification requires a trained observer to scan the entire raw-voltage neurogram and decide, based on experience, whether the waveform during each heartbeat is the appropriate size and shape to differentiate it from background noise and be called a sympathetic burst. As one might expect, the inherent subjectivity of this analysis results in significant interobserver variability with variances as high as 9% being reported (10) . This has spurred development of numerous automated techniques to quantify sympathetic activity (2-4, 8, 9, 12) . The most promising techniques are signal averaging of the raw neurogram (3, 8) and burst frequency determination from a gamma distribution model (4) . Signal averaging is the more flexible of these two methods and has proved valid for both steady-state conditions (3) and dynamic changes with rapid vasoactive drug infusion (8) . However, the quality of signal averaging critically depends on the absence of baseline shifts, transient noise spikes, and/or muscle twitches, all of which can be frequent occurrences during neurogram recording in humans. The gamma distribution model effectively deals with these common noise artifacts and transients, but simple burst counting to index sympathetic activity precludes examination of beat-by-beat relations to other variables. We propose a fully automated technique that provides a rapid objective method that is minimally affected by signal quality and preserves beat-by-beat sympathetic neurograms. This artifact-free, beat-by-beat neurogram allows for objectivity as well as flexibility in analysis paradigms; quantification can be based on burst frequency and/or burst area; responses can be signal averaged from a variety of signals (e.g., respiration and pressure); and patterns can be identified with spectral and cross-spectral analysis and modeling.
METHODS

Subjects
All data used in testing and validation were derived from previous published (17) and unpublished studies. Steadystate muscle sympathetic nerve activity was assessed from data in 10 young women (aged 18-28 yr; mean ϭ 22 Ϯ 4 yr), 11 young men (18-29 yr; mean ϭ 24 Ϯ 4 yr), and 13 older men (60-72 yr; mean ϭ 65 Ϯ 4 yr). Dynamic changes during bolus vasoactive drug infusion were assessed from 14 separate recordings in five subjects [3 young (25 yr) and 2 older (63 and 69 yr)]. All subjects were healthy nonsmokers, not on any medications, and supine during data collection. These studies were previously approved by the institutional review board of the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for the Aged, and all volunteers had given their informed, written consent to participate.
Protocols and Measurements
Multiunit postganglionic muscle sympathetic nerve activity was obtained from a nerve fascicle of either the right or left peroneal nerve with a tungsten microelectrode in the manner as developed by Vallbo and Hagbarth (18) . Neural activity was amplified (70,000-to 100,000-fold), and band pass was filtered (700-2,000 Hz), rectified, and integrated (time constant of 0.1 s) to create the raw sympathetic neurogram. Electrocardiogram lead II, beat-by-beat photoplethysmographic arterial pressure (Finapres, Ohmeda), and respiration (Respitrace, Ambulatory Monitoring) were recorded continuously throughout each study. The signals were digitized at 500 Hz and stored for later analysis using commercial hardware and software (Windaq, Dataq Instruments and Matlab, The Mathworks). For the steady-state condition, data were derived from a 5-min rest period with 0.25-Hz paced respiration. For the dynamic condition, data were derived from a 5-min baseline period, followed by bolus injections of 100 g of sodium nitoprusside and 150 g phenylephrine spaced 60 s apart. This sequentially lowers and raises arterial pressure ϳ15 mmHg below and above baseline pressure (5) .
Visual Analysis of Sympathetic Activity
For all recordings, the mean voltage neurogram was normalized by calibrating the height, in volts, of the largest, clearly identifiable burst during baseline recording to a value of 1,000 arbitrary integration units (AIU). This allows for calculation of relative changes in sympathetic activity independent of microelectrode distance from the nerve fascicle. Three points, manually placed on the calibrated neurogram by a trained observer, define the start, peak, and end of each burst of sympathetic activity. The generally accepted criteria for burst identification are based mainly on morphology to discriminate sympathetic activity from background noise (i.e., a relatively gradual rise followed by a similarly sloped fall with a peak amplitude at least two times greater than random fluctuations; Fig. 1 ). Transient noise spikes or muscle twitches are identified as rapid shifts in the neurogram that are unassociated with cardiovascular variables. Additional criteria are physiological in nature, such as timing relative to the QRS complex, width relative to the cardiac cycle, and relation to diastolic pressure. Once all sympathetic bursts are identified, the sections of signal between bursts are set to zero, providing a noise-free, visually detected neurogram for further analysis.
Automated Neurogram Detection Algorithm
Automated detection of sympathetic activity was written in Matlab software (version 5.3, The Mathworks) and used an algorithm based on the criteria for burst detection by a trained observer. We hypothesized that these criteria would objectively separate sympathetic bursts from background noise; Fig. 1 shows the basic structure of the automated neurogram detection algorithm.
Algorithm structure. The first step in analysis is the determination of latency from the generating R wave to consequent sympathetic burst; in this case, latency is 1.25 s (Fig.  1) . The user determines the average latency for that subject and condition from obvious sympathetic bursts. Subsequently, the program identifies local peaks in the neurogram within a window centered at the latency from the generating R wave. This window, equal to the latency Ϯ300 ms, allows for beat-by-beat variability in burst latency. From the identified peak, a section surrounding that peak and equal to the generating R-R interval is selected for further analysis. The first derivative of this raw neurogram section is examined for large instantaneous changes characteristic of transient noise spikes and muscle twitch artifacts. If the window is free of artifacts, analysis proceeds on the corresponding section of a band-pass-filtered version of the neurogram (passband ϭ 0.05-4 Hz). The second derivative of this filtered neurogram identifies the nearest local minima on either side of the peak as the start and end of the suspected burst. The area of the neurogram from start to peak defines the rise of the burst, whereas the area from peak to end defines the fall. Criteria for burst identification. Three possible burst detection criteria were originally proposed to describe the morphology of both the rise and fall: magnitude, slope, and residuals of the fit, for a total of six possible parameters. Figure 1 shows the four parameters that were found to be most effective in separating bursts from noise without being redundant or nondeterministic. To select these criteria and their critical values, the steady-state data (n ϭ 34) were randomly split into a training set (n ϭ 17) and a validation set (n ϭ 17), each containing about 2,500 visually identified bursts. Parameters were optimized from the training set and then tested on the validation set, before being permanently fixed at these values for all further analyses. To find critical values, parameter values for all bursts and noise in the training set had to be calculated and compared.
Linear regressions were determined between the peak and both start and end points of the burst (Fig. 1, bottom) . We calculated amplitude, slope, and residuals of fit for the rise and fall of the neurogram signal within each cardiac cycle. Parameters for neurogram signals that corresponded to visually identified sympathetic bursts were separated from those considered noise. The distributions of the residuals for rising and falling slopes did not differ between identified bursts and noise; therefore, these parameters were excluded from further consideration. Values for the remaining parameters were determined to minimize both the number of undetected bursts that were visually identified as actual bursts (false negatives) and automatically detected bursts that were visually identified as noise (false positives). The best value for each of the four remaining parameters was found by adjusting all parameters simultaneously via a Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm to minimize false negatives and false positives. Although all four parameters appeared to play an important overall role in differentiating bursts from noise, it was possible that, on a burst-by-burst basis, different combinations of these parameters might more effectively identify sympathetic activity. Therefore, the minimization process was repeated three times to see whether allowing a burst to meet any one, two, or three of the four parameter criteria increased performance. This resulted in four sets of parameter values: one set of four parameters for each separate minimization procedure. Finally, steady-state activity (AIU/ 100 heartbeats) was calculated for each neurogram tracing in the training set using the four different sets of parameter values. The correlation between visual and automated indicated the best parameter set. The maximum correlation between visual and automated detection on the training set was achieved when a burst had to meet any two out of the four criteria to be considered a "true" burst. Therefore, this set of four optimized parameter values (rising and falling slopes ϭ 2,640 and 2,980 AIU/s; amplitudes ϭ 47.9 and 265 AIU) was used to validate the algorithm.
A beat-by-beat neurogram is created from the raw neurogram by retaining the tracing sections identified by the algorithm as sympathetic bursts and setting sections identified as noise to a zero baseline. Figure 2 , top, shows a raw nerve tracing with transient noise spikes, muscle twitches, and bursts identified both visually and automatically. Figure  2 , bottom, shows the "average burst" for each of the three neurograms shown in the top panel (signal averaged raw, visual, and automatic) and was calculated by averaging each respective signal at the user-defined burst latency. In this case, signal averaging shows a close correspondence between visual and automated techniques but an overestimation of sympathetic activity from the unedited raw signal.
Assessments of Sympathetic Activity
Validation of the automatic detection consisted of assessing the algorithm's ability to measure sympathetic activity during both steady-state outflow and rapid and dynamically changing outflow. In addition, we wished to ensure that patterns of activity were preserved and that the algorithm was truly independent of artifacts. To accomplish this, we used several different approaches.
Increases in sympathetic activity are manifested by greater burst area (additional neuron recruitment and/or multiple firings of recruited neurons during a cardiac cycle) and/or burst frequency (more neuron firing during greater percentages of cardiac cycles). To account for changes due to either, total burst area is calculated by integrating the neurogram (in AIU) over the entire experimental period and normalizing for either the length of recording (AIU/min) or cardiac cycle frequency (AIU/100 heartbeats). This provides two measures of steady-state nerve traffic.
For the dynamic condition, the relation between burst area and diastolic pressure during bolus injections of vasoactive drugs was examined. The visually and automatically detected nerve tracings were averaged over 3-mmHg ranges to provide an "average burst" for each pressure bin. The slope and intercept of the linear relation between the integrated activity and diastolic pressure were calculated for a standard baroreflex gain.
Sympathetic burst-by-burst variability was examined in the frequency domain via Welch's averaged, modified periodogram method (20) . First, the neurograms were divided into five equally overlapping segments. Each individual window was then linearly detrended, smoothed via a Hanning window, and fast-Fourier transformed to produce its power spectral density. Integrating this density provides the average magnitude of oscillation in the chosen frequency band. We wished to characterize an aspect of sympathetic activity not assessed by standard measures, that is, sympathetic nerve activity burst-by-burst variability. Therefore, we calculated the average broadband power of the neurogram in the range of 0.03-0.5 Hz. This frequency band was chosen to provide the most generality because it includes both high-and lowfrequency variations in activity and does not recapitulate indexes of overall steady-state activity.
Lastly, we tested the independence of the automated detection algorithm from noise spikes, baseline shifts, and muscle twitches. The visual method is a priori independent of noise; therefore, we compared bias between the automated method and signal averaging of the raw neurogram. A change in bias for signals with artifacts would indicate that noise affects that method's ability to assess sympathetic activity. Minute sections of nerve data were selected from each of 34 baseline recordings so that half of the tracings possessed artifacts and half were completely free of artifacts. The raw, visually identified, and automatically identified neurograms for these minute sections were all averaged, integrated, and calculated in AIU/100 heartbeats. The bias was determined by subtracting the signal averaged raw and automatically detected values from the activity for the visually identified neurograms.
Statistics
Pearson product-moment correlation analysis was used to compare the two methods of quantifying sympathetic activity. In addition, Bland-Altman analysis was used to determine bias and examine trends in any differences between methods. Differences between the two techniques were evaluated with a paired t-test to identify significant differences. Because bias from the visual method was not normally distributed, the difference between the automatic-detection algorithm and a signal-averaging approach was assessed with one-way ANOVA on ranks with a Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc correction. Differences were considered significant at P Ͻ 0.05. For ease of interpretation, all values are reported as means Ϯ SE.
RESULTS
Steady-State Comparisons of Activity
Linear regression and Bland-Altman plots, comparing calculated steady-state activity, for the visual and automated methods on the validation set, are shown in Fig. 3 . The two measures were highly correlated (r ϭ 0.903, P Ͻ 0.001), although the automatic method had a consistent bias toward detecting more sympathetic activity. This bias is reflected in the significantly different mean values for sympathetic activity between the two methods (visual ϭ 704 Ϯ 170 vs. automatic ϭ 804 Ϯ 195 AIU/100 heartbeats; P Ͻ 0.01). In addition, activity reported in AIU per minute was highly correlated (r ϭ 0.909, P Ͻ 0.001) and significantly different (visual ϭ 593 Ϯ 93 vs. automatic ϭ 706 Ϯ 109 AIU/ min; P Ͻ 0.05). However, bursts per minute did not 
Sympathetic Baroreflex
Comparison between the two methods for sympathetic baroreflex gains is shown in Fig. 4 . Similar to the steady-state comparison, the two measures of sympathetic baroreflex gain were highly correlated (r ϭ 0.987, P Ͻ 0.001) with the automatic method showing a bias toward more negative gain (Ϫ0.418 Ϯ 0.166 AIU/mmHg). The strength of the pressure-sympathetic nerve activity relation was not significantly different between the two methods (visual r 2 ϭ 0.788 Ϯ 0.035 vs. automatic r 2 ϭ 0. 792 Ϯ 0.034; P ϭ 0.88). However, the bias was reflected in the significantly different mean values of gain (visual ϭ Ϫ5.78 Ϯ 0.86 vs. automatic ϭ Ϫ5.36 Ϯ 0.76 AIU/mmHg; P Ͻ 0.05) and intercept (visual ϭ 433.8 Ϯ 69.5 vs. automatic ϭ 406.4 Ϯ 62.2 AIU; P Ͻ 0.05) between the two methods. Figure 5 shows results for the final comparison of the average broadband powers derived from the validation set. The two measures of average power were highly correlated (r ϭ 0.929, P Ͻ 0.001), with the automatic 
Burst-by-Burst Variability
Artifact Independence
A box plot of bias from visual identification for the automatic method and signal averaged raw is shown in Fig. 6 . On signals without artifacts, the bias for signal averaged raw was not different from the automatic method (Ϫ2,125 Ϯ 642 vs. Ϫ798 Ϯ 324 AIU/100 heartbeats; P ϭ 0.12). On neurograms with artifacts, however, signal averaging produced a significantly greater bias (artifact ϭ Ϫ2,920 Ϯ 629 AIU/100 heartbeats; P Ͻ 0.05), whereas the automatic method was largely unaffected (artifact ϭ Ϫ916 Ϯ 348 AIU/100 heartbeats; P ϭ 0.78).
DISCUSSION
We set out to develop a technique for rapid and objective analysis of sympathetic nerve tracings that was not confounded by transient noise spikes, muscle twitches, and baseline shifts. We wanted to maintain the neurogram's time-domain relationship to other physiological variables and provide maximum flexibility for analysis. To accomplish this, we modeled a burst-detection algorithm on standard methods for visual detection. Using parameters determined from the morphology of visually identified bursts of sympathetic activity, we have successfully developed a novel, flexible, and objective technique for the analysis of sympathetic neurograms.
Most proposed automated analysis techniques have ignored the possibility of error incurred by transient noise in analyzed recordings. The error is likely to be dependent on the specifics of the particular technique and experimental conditions. We examined signal averaging over 1-min sections of data, where the effects of artifacts are maximized. In this case, the error bias of signal averaging was significantly increased by noisy signals. However, signal averaging over a long period is quite reliable regardless of noise and baseline shifts (3), but one ill-timed noise spike during a baroreflex run can ruin an otherwise pristine data set. In ideal laboratory settings, concerns regarding external noise sources may be minimal, but researchers are still faced with issues regarding the inherent subjectivity of visual analysis. Interobserver variability has been reported to be as high as 9% (10) , with intraobserver effects unreported but still possibly considerable. An objective technique for analysis is clearly an attractive alternative, and our method, using modern computing techniques, can reduce analysis time on particularly difficult tracings from hours to minutes.
The final, and perhaps most significant, advantage of this technique is the flexibility provided by maintaining the neurogram's time-domain characteristics. This allows for the characterization of sympathetic nerve activity by any of the conventional methods, such as burst frequency and burst area measures. In addition, sympathetic activity can be related to any measured variable through any number of less traditional methods, such as modeling, spectral and cross-spectral analysis, and signal averaging triggered from other physiological signals. Figure 7 shows one example of signal averaging to examine respiratory gating of sympathetic activity, with the neurogram averaged over several cycles of respiration. This ability to combine both traditional and novel analyses in one objective technique provides a clear advantage over other published, automated analysis methods (2-4, 8, 9, 12) .
Limitations
This technique is modeled from a presumed "gold standard": visual burst identification by a trained observer. As has been noted elsewhere (8) , visual analysis is most likely biased against low levels of activity. Our specific parameter values correspond to our trained microneurographer's particular bias. It should be noted, however, that a less conservative microneurographer could reproduce our method to create a different set of parameter values and match their level of selectivity. Presumably, this would only effect the level of bias, not the relationship between the two methods. In addition, whereas our technique will not erroneously identify a transient noise spike or muscle twitch as a burst, it will set that area of the neurogram to zero activity; the presence of significant artifacts superimposed on sympathetic bursts could result in underestimation of activity or render a tracing unusable. Finally, this technique is not valid to quantify sympathetic discharge that is unrelated to the cardiac cycle (e.g., skin sympathetic activity).
In conclusion, the high correlation between our automated method and visual analysis of sympathetic neurograms shows that our technique is a viable alternative to the tedium and subjectivity of visual analysis. In addition, preservation of the beatby-beat neurogram allows for flexibility in analysis, contrasting other automated analysis paradigms. This technique both maximizes the usability of noisy nerve tracings while minimizing analysis time and eliminating subjectivity. The result is a reliable analysis tool for quantification of sympathetic nerve traffic that is useful in any laboratory environment for any application.
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